Abstract. Building on the seminal work of Gromov on endomorphisms of symbolic algebraic varieties [10], we introduce a notion of cellular automata over schemes which generalize affine algebraic cellular automata in [7] . We extend known results to this more general setting. We also establish several new ones regarding the closed image property, surjunctivity, reversibility, and invertibility for cellular automata over algebraic varieties with coefficients in an algebraically closed field. As a byproduct, we obtain a negative answer to a question raised in [7] on the existence of a bijective complex affine algebraic cellular automaton τ : A Z → A Z whose inverse is not algebraic.
so that any S-scheme morphism f : X M → X induces a map f (Y ) : A M → A defined by f (Y ) (ϕ) = f • ϕ for every S-scheme morphism ϕ : Y → X M . Moreover, Definition 1.1 generalizes that of an algebraic cellular automaton given in [7] . Indeed, if K is a field and V ⊂ K n an algebraic set, there is an S-scheme X associated with V for S = Spec(K), namely X = Spec(K[u 1 , . . . , u n ]/I), where I = I(V ) is the ideal of K[u 1 , . . . , u n ] consisting of all polynomials that identically vanish on V . One then has A = X(S) = V . On the other hand, the regular maps between two regular sets V 1 ⊂ K n 1 and V 2 ⊂ K n 2 are precisely those induced by the S-morphisms between their corresponding S-schemes X 1 and X 2 , equivalently, the K-algebra morphisms from K[z 1 , . . . , z n 2 ]/I(V 2 ) to K[t 1 , . . . , t n 1 ]/I(V 1 ). Thus, τ : V G → V G is an algebraic cellular automaton, as defined in [7] , if and only if τ is a cellular automaton in the sense of Definition 1.1 over the schemes S, X, Y for S = Y = Spec(K) and X is the S-scheme associated with V .
Actually, any cellular automaton τ : A G → A G can be regarded, in a trivial way, as a cellular automaton over suitably chosen schemes. Indeed, suppose that M is a memory set for τ and let µ M : A M → A denote the associated local defining map. Let K be a field and let X denote the discrete K-scheme obtained by taking a direct union of a family of copies of the spectrum of K indexed by A (note that X is not of finite type when the set A is infinite). Let Y denote the spectrum of an algebraic closure of K, viewed as a K-scheme. Then A = X(Y ). Moreover, µ M is induced by a unique K-scheme morphism f : X M → X. In the rest of the paper, we shall mainly consider cellular automata over schemes S, X, Y , where the scheme S is the spectrum of some field K, the scheme X is an algebraic variety over K (that is, a K-scheme of finite type), and the scheme Y is the spectrum of an algebraically closed extension of K.
Recall that a group G is called reisidually finite if the intersection of the finite-index subgroups of G is reduced to the identity element. Every finitely generated abelian group (e.g. G = Z d ) and, more generally, by a theorem due to Mal'cev, every finitely generated linear group is residually finite. Here, by a linear group, we mean a group that is isomorphic to a subgroup of GL n (K) for some integer n ≥ 1 and some field K. It was observed by Lawton (cf. [9] , [17] ) that, wen G is a residually finite group and A is a finite alphabet, every injective cellular automata τ : A G → A G is surjective. This property of residually finite groups, known as surjunctivity, was extended to the class of sofic groups by Gromov [10] and Weiss [23] . The class of sofic groups contains in particular all residually amenable groups and is therefore much larger than the class of residually finite groups. Actually, there is no example of a non-sofic group up to now and it is not known if all groups are surjunctive. In [7, Corollary 1.2] , it was shown that if K is an uncountable algebraically closed field, V ⊂ K n is an affine algebraic set over K, and G is a residually finite group, then every injective algebraic cellular automaton τ : V G → V G is surjective. Other surjunctivity results for cellular automata may be found in [10] , [3] , [4] . Given a property (P ) of groups, one says that a group G is locally (P ) if every finitely generated subgroup of G satisfies (P ). A group is sofic if and only if it is locally sofic. On the other hand, there are groups, such as the additive group Q of rational numbers, that are locally residually finite but not residually finite. By Mal'cev's theorem, every linear group is locally residually finite.
In the setting of Definition 1.1, it is natural to expect the surjunctivity result of Corollary 1.2 in [7] to hold for other classes of algebraic varieties. In the present paper, we shall establish the surjunctivity property in the case of complete algebraic varieties. This class is "orthogonal" to the class of affine algebraic varieties in the sense that every complete affine algebraic variety is finite. Furthermore, if the base field is uncountable, we can remove the completeness assumption and thus cover also Corollary 1.2 in [7] . More precisely, we get the following result. Theorem 1.2. Let G be a locally residually finite group and let X be an algebraic variety over an algebraically closed field K. Let A := X(K) denote the set of K-points of X. Suppose that the variety X is complete or that the field K is uncountable. Then every injective cellular automaton τ : A G → A G over the group G and the K-scheme X with coefficients in K is surjective (and hence bijective).
Given a group G and a set A, a cellular automaton τ : A G → A G is called reversible if τ is bijective and its inverse map τ −1 : A G → A G is also a cellular automaton. When the alphabet set A is finite, it is well known that every bijective cellular automaton τ :
is reversible (see e.g. [6, Theorem 1.10.2] for a topological proof). In [7, Theorem 1.3] , it was shown that if K is an uncountable algebraically closed field and V an affine algebraic set over K, then every bijective algebraic cellular automaton τ : V G → V G is reversible. Here we shall prove the following result which extends Theorem 1.3 in [7] . Theorem 1.3. Let G be a group and let X be an algebraic variety over an uncountable algebraically closed field K. Let A := X(K) denote the set of K-points of X. Then any bijective cellular automaton τ : A G → A G over the group G and the K-scheme X with coefficients in K is reversible.
When a cellular automaton over schemes is reversible, it is natural to ask whether the inverse cellular automaton is also a cellular automaton over the same schemes. We shall obtain the following partial positive answer to this question. Theorem 1.4. Let G be a locally residually finite group and let X be a separated and reduced algebraic variety over an algebraically closed field K of characteristic 0. Let A := X(K) denote the set of K-points of X. Suppose that τ : A G → A G is a reversible cellular automaton over the group G and the K-scheme X with coefficients in K. Then its inverse cellular automaton τ −1 : A G → A G is also a cellular automaton over the K-scheme X with coefficients in K.
Concerning the invertiblity of affine algebraic cellular automata, it is asked in [7, Question (Q1)] whether there exists a bijective algebraic cellular automaton τ : A Z → A Z over C whose inverse cellular automaton τ −1 : A Z → A Z is not algebraic. Combining Theorem 1.2, Theorem 1.3, and Theorem 1.4, we obtain the following corollary which gives in particular a negative answer to the above question. Corollary 1.5. Let G be a locally residually finite group and let X be a separated and reduced complex algebraic variety. Let A := X(C). Suppose that τ : A G → A G is an injective cellular automaton over the group G and the complex scheme X with complex coefficients. Then τ is reversible and its inverse is also a cellular automaton over the complex scheme X with complex coefficients.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we fix notation and recall some facts about cellular automata. General properties of cellular automata over schemes are investigated in Section 3. It is shown in particular that the set of cellular automata over a group G and schemes S, X, and Y , form a monoid for the composition of maps. In Section 4, we establish a fundamental property of the cellular automata over algebraic varieties that are studied here, namely that their image is closed for the prodiscrete topology on the set of configurations (Theorem 4.1). Sections 7, 8, and 9 contain the proofs of the three theorems stated above. Counter-examples showing the necessity of certain of our hypotheses are discussed in the final section. In Appendix A we collect, for the possible convenience of the reader, the necessary background material on schemes and algebraic varieties. In Appendix B, we review inverse limits and establish an auxiliary result on the non-emptiness of inverse limits of constructible subsets of algebraic varieties.
We are very indebted to Misha Gromov for all the great ideas contained in [10] which were a permanent source of inspiration and motivation during the preparation of the present paper.
Cellular automata
2.1. The prodiscrete topology. Let A be a set and let G be a group. The prodiscrete topology on A G = g∈G A is the product topology obtained by taking the discrete topology on each factor A of A G . Observe that the prodiscrete topology on A G is Hausdorff since the product of a family of Hausdorff topological spaces is itself Hausdorff. If c ∈ A G , the sets
where Ω runs over all finite subsets of G, form a base of open neighborhoods of c for the prodiscrete topology on A G . Suppose that τ : A G → A G is a cellular automaton with memory set M. Formula (1.1) implies that if two configurations c, d ∈ A G coincide on gM for some g ∈ G, then the configurations τ (c) and τ (d) take the same value at g. Therefore, if d ∈ V (c, ΩM) for some finite subset Ω ⊂ G, then τ (d) ∈ V (τ (c), Ω). This shows that every cellular automaton τ : A G → A G is continuous with respect to the prodiscrete topology on A G .
2.2.
The closed image property for cellular automata. Let A be a set and let G be a group. Let τ : A G → A G be a cellular automaton over the group G and the alphabet A, with memory set M and associated local defining map µ M : A M → A. Consider the directed poset P consisting of all finite subsets of G, partially ordered by inclusion.
Let d ∈ A G be a configuration that is in the closure of the image of τ with respect to the prodiscrete topology on A G .
For any Ω ∈ P, we write Ω ′ := {g ∈ G : gM ⊂ Ω}, so that
Note that if Ω, Λ ∈ P and Ω ⊂ Λ, then Ω ′ ⊂ Λ ′ . For each Ω ∈ P, the cellular automaton induces a map τ Ω :
, where e ∈ A G is any configuration extending u. Observe that the map τ Ω is well defined since, for every g ∈ Ω ′ , the value of τ (e) at g ∈ Ω ′ is entirely determined by the restriction of e to gM ⊂ Ω.
Consider now the inverse system (Z Ω , ϕ Ω,Λ ) indexed by P, where
Ω (d| Ω ′ ) and the transition maps ϕ Ω,Λ : Z Λ → Z Ω are induced by the restriction maps ρ Ω,Λ :
Indeed, by our hypothesis, d is in the closure of the image of τ for the prodiscrete topology on A G , so that, for every Ω ∈ P, there exists c ∈ A G such that (τ (c))
Lemma 2.1. The following conditions are equivalent:
(a) τ has the closed image property with respect to the prodiscrete topology on A G ; (b) for every configuration d ∈ A G that is in the closure of τ (A G ) with respect to the prodiscrete topology, one has lim
G , then we clearly have that (c| Ω ) Ω∈P ∈ Z. This shows that (a) implies (b).
Conversely, suppose that
then there exists a unique configuration c ∈ A G such that c| Ω = z Ω for all Ω ∈ P. On the other hand, we have that τ (c) = d by (2.1). This shows that (b) implies (a).
2.3.
Restriction of a cellular automaton to a subgroup. Let A be a set and let G be a group. Let τ : A G → A G be a cellular automaton over the group G and the alphabet A, with memory set M and associated local defining map µ M :
is a cellular automaton over the group H and the alphabet A, with memory set M and associated local defining map µ M . One says that σ is the cellular automaton obtained by restriction of τ to H. 2.4. Periodic configurations. Let A be a set and let G be a group. Let H be a subgroup of G. One says that a configuration c ∈ A G is fixed by H if hc = c for all h ∈ H. Denote by Fix(H) the subset of A G consisting of all configurations that are fixed by H. Consider the set H\G := {Hg : g ∈ G} consisting of all right cosets of H in G and the canonical surjective map π H : G → H\G defined by π H (g) = Hg for all g ∈ G.
Given an element d ∈ A H\G , i.e., a map d :
is bijective (see e.g. [6, Proposition 1.
1.3]).
A configuration c ∈ A G is called periodic if its orbit under the G-shift is finite. This amounts to saying that there exists a finite-index subgroup H ⊂ G such that c ∈ Fix(H). (a) there exists a memory set M of τ such that the associated local defining map
Proof. It suffices to prove that (a) implies (b) since the converse implication is trivial. Let M be a memory set of τ and suppose that the local defining map µ M :
Let N be another memory set of τ and let us show that the associated local defining map µ N :
for some S-scheme morphism g : X M → X. Let M 0 denote the minimal memory set of τ (see e.g. [6, Section 1.5]). Recall that M 0 ⊂ M ∩ N. Consider the projection map ρ :
where r : X N → X M 0 is the projection S-scheme morphism. Moreover, we have that
Since X(S) = ∅ by our hypothesis, there exists an S-scheme morphism e : S → X. Consider the S-scheme morphism
that is the S-fibered product of the identity morphism
. By using (3.2) and (3.1), we get
so that we can take g = f • h • r. This shows that (a) implies (b).
The monoid CA(G, S, X, Y ).
Lemma 3.2. Let G be a group and let M, M ′ ⊂ G be finite subsets. Let S be a scheme and let X, Y be schemes over S. Let A := X(Y ) denote the set of Y -points of X. Suppose that τ, τ ′ : A G → A G are cellular automata over the group G and the alphabet A with respective memory sets M, M ′ whose local defining maps µ, µ ′ are induced respectively by S-scheme morphisms f :
is a cellular automaton with memory set M ′ M whose local defining map is induced by a morphism of S-schemes X M ′ M → X.
Proof. By [6, Proposition 1.4.9], the composite map τ ′ • τ is a cellular automaton with memory set M ′ M whose associated local defining map η can be obtained as a composition
By the universal property of fibered products, let h :
Let G, S, X, Y , and A as in the above lemma. We denote by CA(G, S, X, Y ) the set consisting of all cellular automata τ : A G → A G over the group G and the schemes S, X, Y . Observe that the identity map A G → A G is in CA(G, S, X, Y ) since it is a cellular automaton with memory set {1 G } whose associated local defining map is induced by the identity S-scheme morphism X → X. Consequently, from Lemma 3.2 we immediately deduce the following. We say that a cellular automaton τ ∈ CA(G, S, X, Y ) is invertible if τ is an invertible element of the monoid CA(G, S, X, Y ), i.e., there exists σ ∈ CA(G, S, X, Y ) such that σ • τ = τ • σ is the identity map on X(Y ) G .
The closed image property
The goal of this section is to establish the following closed image theorem.
Theorem 4.1. Let G be a group and let K be an algebraically closed field. Let X be an algebraic variety over K and let A := X(K) denote the set of K-points of X. Suppose that the variety X is complete or that the field K is uncountable. Let τ : A G → A G be a cellular automaton over the group G and the K-scheme X with coefficients in K. Then τ has the closed image property, that is, τ (A G ) is closed in A G for the prodiscrete topology.
For the proof, we consider a configuration d ∈ A G that is in the closure of τ (A G ) with respect to the prodiscrete topology on A G , and keep the notation introduced in Subsection 2.2. We want to show that d is in the image of τ .
Since K is algebraically closed, the set X Ω (K) can be identified, for every Ω ∈ P, with the set of closed points of the K-algebraic variety X Ω (see Remark A.21). Thus, we have natural inclusions
so that we can equip A Ω and Z Ω with the topology induced by the K-algebraic variety X Ω . For every Ω ∈ P, the space Z Ω is non-empty by (2.2) and T 0 since the underlying topological space of any scheme is T 0 . Note also that Z Ω is quasi-compact by Lemma A.17.(ii) since Z Ω ⊂ X Ω and X Ω is an algebraic variety. For all Ω, Λ ∈ P with Ω ⊂ Λ, the transition map ϕ Ω,Λ : Z Λ → Z Ω is continuous since it is obtained by restricting the K-scheme projection morphism
, yields, by the universal property of K-fibered products, a K-scheme morphism
It is clear from this construction that f Ω extends τ Ω . This proves our claim and shows in particular that τ Ω is continuous.
We shall first establish Theorem 4.1 in the case when X is complete.
Proof of Theorem 4.1 when X is complete. Suppose that X is complete, i.e., the K-scheme X is proper. Let us check that all the hypotheses of Stone's theorem (cf. Theorem B.1) are satisfied by the inverse system (Z Ω ) Ω∈P .
We have already seen that the topological spaces Z Ω are non-empty quasi-compact T 0 spaces and that the transition maps ϕ Ω,Λ : Z Λ → Z Ω are continuous.
It only remains to verify that the transition maps τ Ω,Λ are closed for all Ω, Λ ∈ P with Ω ⊂ Λ.
Since X is proper and the fibered product of proper schemes is proper, the K-scheme X Ω is proper and hence quasi-compact and Jacobson for every Ω ∈ P. As
On the other hand, for all Ω, Λ ∈ P with Ω ⊂ Λ, the transition map ϕ Ω,Λ : Z Λ → Z Ω is the restriction of the K-scheme projection X Λ → X Ω . As morphisms between proper schemes are proper and therefore closed, we deduce that all transition maps ϕ Ω,Λ are closed.
It therefore follows from Stone's theorem that lim ← − Z Ω = ∅. We conclude that τ has the closed image property with respect to the prodiscrete topology on A G by applying Lemma 2.1.
To complete the proof of Theorem 4.1, it remains to treat the case when the field K is uncountable.
Proof of Theorem 4.1 when K is uncountable. Let us assume that the field K is uncountable.
Let H denote the subgroup of G generated by the memory set M. Consider the cellular automaton σ : A H → A H over the alphabet A and the group H obtained by restricting τ to H. Observe that H is finitely generated and therefore countable. On the other hand, σ is also a cellular automaton over the K-scheme X with coefficients in K. Indeed, it admits the same memory set M and the associated local defining map is also induced by
for the prodiscrete topology on A G if and only if σ(A H ) is closed in A H for the prodiscrete topology on A H , we can assume in the sequel, without loss of generality, that the group G is countable.
Since G is countable, there is a sequence (Ω n ) n∈N of finite subsets of G such that G = n∈N Ω n and Ω n ⊂ Ω n+1 for all n ∈ N. Consider the inverse sequence (Z n , ϕ mn ), where
for all n, m ∈ N such that n ≤ m. Note that the inverse sequence (Z n , ϕ nm ) has the same inverse limit as the inverse system (Z Ω , ϕ Ω,Λ ) since the set consisting of all Ω n , n ∈ N, is cofinal in P.
We observe now that, for each n ∈ N, the set
is a closed and hence constructible subset of the K-algebraic variety X Ωn and that Z n is the set of closed points of C n . Thus, by using Lemma B.2, we conclude that lim ← − Z Ω = lim ← − Z n = ∅. By Lemma 2.1, this shows that d is in the image of τ . Thus τ has the closed image property for the prodiscrete topology on A G .
Surjunctivity
The aim of this section is to prove the following result which extends Theorem 1.2.
Theorem 5.1. Let G be a locally residually finite group with a finite subset M. Let K be a field with an algebraic closure K. Let X be a K-algebraic variety and let f :
denote the cellular automaton over the group G and the alphabet X(Y ) with memory set M and associated local defining map f (Y ) . Suppose that X is complete or that K is uncountable. Suppose also that τ (L) is injective for some field extension L/K. Then the following hold:
Before giving the proof of Theorem 5.1, we first introduce the following general construction. Consider a cellular automaton τ : A G → A G defined over the schemes S, X, Y . Thus, X and Y are S-schemes, A = X(Y ), and τ admits a memory set M such that the associated local defining map µ :
Let H be a finite index subgroup of G and let Fix(H) ⊂ A G denote the set of configurations that are fixed by H. Consider the bijective map ρ H : A H\G → Fix(H) defined by (2.3). For each right coset γ ∈ H\G, we consider the map p γ : M → H\G, defined by p γ (h) := γh for all h ∈ M, and the induced morphism of S-schemes
. By the universal property of fibered products, the family of S-scheme morphisms f • ϕ γ : X H\G → X, where γ runs over H\G, induces an S-scheme morphism τ H : X H\G → X H\G . Let z ∈ A H\G and z = ρ H (z). Then, for all γ ∈ H\G and g ∈ γ, we have that
and ρ
Therefore,
In other words, the diagram
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let Y be a K-scheme. Let G ′ denote the subgroup of G generated by M and let
is a cellular automaton over the group G ′ with memory set M and associated local defining map f (Y ) . Note that G ′ is residually finite since G is locally residually finite. On the other hand, it follows from Assertions (i) and (ii) in Lemma 2.2 that τ (Y ) is injective (resp.surjective) if and only if σ (Y ) is injective (resp. surjective). Therefore, up to replacing G by G ′ , we can assume that G is residually finite.
Let F denote the set of all finite index subgroups of G. For H ∈ F , consider the morphism of K-schemes τ H : X H\G → X H\G defined above with S = Spec(K).
is injective as well and this proves (ii). In particular, by taking
Now, since X(K)
H\G is the set of closed points of X H\G by Lemma A.20, it follows from Lemma A.22.(i) that τ H : X H\G → X H\G is an injective K-scheme endomorphism of the K-algebraic variety X H\G . Therefore, τ H is surjective by the Ax-Grothendieck theorem (cf. Theorem A.25).
For (i), consider an algebraically closed field extension
is surjective as well. This implies that τ
On the other hand, since the group G is residually finite, the set E is dense in A G for the prodiscrete topology by virtue of
is surjective and this completes the proof of (i).
Reversibility
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let M be a memory set of τ such that the associated local defining map µ : A M → A is induced by a morphism of K-schemes f : X M → X. We can suppose that 1 G ∈ M. To prove that τ is reversible, it suffices to show that the following condition is satisfied:
There exists a finite set N ⊂ G such that for any y ∈ A G , ( * )
Indeed, if ( * ) holds, then there is a map ν :
As τ is G-equivariant, i.e., τ (gc) = gτ (c) for all g ∈ G and c ∈ A G (this immediately follows from Formula (1.1)), its inverse τ −1 is also G-equivariant. Hence, for all d ∈ A G , we have that
which implies that τ −1 is reversible with memory set N and associated local defining map ν.
To prove ( * ), we proceed by contradiction. So let us suppose that ( * ) is not satisfied. Then, using the notation introduced at the beginning of Subsection 2.2, for each Ω ∈ P, there exist e Ω , e
Consider now the morphisms of K-schemes
and the projection morphisms π Ω :
By Chevalley's theorem, ∆ Ω ′ (X Ω ′ ) and ∆(X 1 G ) are constructible sets. Since the inverse image by a continuous map of a constructible set is constructible and the set difference of two constructible sets is constructible, V Ω is also constructible. Observe that the closed points of F −1
Similarly, the set of closed points of π
. Therefore, we deduce by (6.1) that the set of closed points Z Ω of V Ω is nonempty for all Ω ∈ P M .
For all Ω, Λ ∈ P M with Ω ⊂ Λ, consider the projection morphism p ΩΛ :
induces by restriction a map h ΩΛ : V Λ → V Ω and hence a map ϕ ΩΛ : Z Λ → Z Ω . Therefore, we obtain an inverse system (Z Ω , ϕ ΩΛ ) indexed by P M .
Suppose that G is countable. Hence, there is a sequence (Ω n ) n∈N of finite subsets of G, each containing M, such that G = n∈N Ω n and Ω n ⊂ Ω n+1 for all n ∈ N. For n, m ∈ N such that m ≥ n, define
We then have an inverse sequence (V n , h nm ) of nonempty constructible sets of K-algebraic varieties. Note that Z n are the sets of closed points of V n and that h nm are induced by morphisms of K-algebraic varieties. Since K is uncountable, Lemma B.2 implies that lim
By construction of the inverse system Z n , we have that
Again by construction, we see that, for all n ∈ N,
, which contradicts the injectivity of τ . This completes the proof when G is countable.
For an arbitrary group G, let H denote the countable subgroup of G generated by M. The restriction σ : A H → A H of τ to H is a cellular automaton over the K-scheme X with coefficients in K. Indeed, it has the same memory set M and its local defining map is also induced by f :
, τ H is also bijective. The above paragraph shows that σ is reversible. Therefore, we can conclude by applying Lemma 2.2.(iv) that τ is reversible.
Invertibility
In this section, we shall establish the following result which extends Theorem 1.4. Theorem 7.1. Let G be a locally residually finite group with a finite subset M. Let K be a field of characteristic 0 with algebraic closure K. Suppose that X is a separated and reduced K-algebraic variety. Let f : X M → X be a K-scheme morphism. For each Kscheme Y , let τ (Y ) denote the cellular automaton over the group G and the alphabet X(Y ) with memory set M and associated local defining map f (Y ) . Then the following conditions are equivalent:
Moreover, if these two equivalent conditions are satisfied, then there is a finite subset N ⊂ G and a K-scheme morphism h : X N → X such that, for every K-scheme Y , the inverse cellular automaton (τ (Y ) ) −1 is the cellular automaton with memory set N whose associated local defining map is induced by h. In particular, the cellular automaton τ (Y ) is invertible in the monoid CA(G, K, X, Y ).
Proof of Theorem 1.4 from Theorem 7.1. It suffices to take L = K = K in Theorem 7.1 to conclude.
For the proof of Theorem 7.1, we shall need some auxiliary results.
Now let s be a closed point of X. By Lemma A.19, the point s is the image in X of some
by hypothesis, we have
On the other hand,
and ∆ • t = y. In particular, let z be the image of t in Z then i(z) = s. Since X is Jacobson, the set of closed points s is dense in X. Thus i(Z) is dense in X. As i is a closed immersion, i(Z) is closed and thus i(Z) = X, i.e. i is surjective. Therefore, i is a surjective closed immersion and thus an isomorphism by the fact that X is reduced (cf. (ii) in [8] .
We are now in position to prove Theorem 7.1.
Proof of Theorem 7.1. As in the proof of Theorem 5.1, we can suppose that G is residually finite. Clearly (b) implies (a). For the converse, let L be a field extending K such that τ := τ (L) is reversible. Let A := X(L) and let F denote the set of all finite index subgroups of G. Recall (cf. Section 5) that, for each H ∈ F , we have a bijective map ρ H : A H\G → Fix(H) and a K-scheme morphism of algebraic varieties τ H : X H\G → X H\G such that
is injective by (7.1).
is injective by Lemma A.22.(i). Since X is reduced and K is a perfect field, it is geometrically reduced. Hence X K is geometrically reduced. Thus, X H\G K is reduced by Lemma 7.3. As X is separated, X H\G K is also a separated K-algebraic variety. Hence, the K-scheme endomorphism τ H × Id K is an automorphism by Theorem A.26 as we are in characteristic 0. By virtue of Lemma A.24, we see that τ H is indeed a K-scheme automorphism.
Since τ is reversible, τ −1 has a finite memory set N ′ = {g 1 , . . . , g n } and we can suppose that g 1 = 1 G . Since G is residually finite, there exists H ∈ F such that the classes Hg 1 , . . . , Hg n are pairwise distinct in H\G. We can find g n+1 , . . . , g m ∈ G such that H\G = {Hg 1 , . . . , Hg n , Hg n+1 , . . . , Hg m }. Then N := {g 1 , . . . , g m } is a memory set of τ −1 containing N ′ . Note that ϕ H : X H\G → X N (cf. Section 5) is then a canonical isomorphism. Let p 1 : X H\G → X be the canonical projection to the copy of X indexed by the class H ∈ H\G. We claim that the morphism of K-schemes
induces the local defining map of τ −1 . To simplify notation, let ϕ := ϕ 
H by (7.1). Since N is a memory set of τ −1 , we have that
This shows that τ −1 : A G → A G is a cellular automaton whose local defining map is induced by the morphism h as claimed.
For H ∈ F , it is clear from (7.1) and the reversibility of τ that over A H\G , i.e. over Lpoints, the K-morphism ( τ H ) −1 must be the same as the K-morphism (τ −
G be the cellular automaton induced by the morphism of K-schemes h : X N → X. Consider the following composition of cellular automata
We have just shown that
coincide with the identity map on the dense subset E ⊂ X(Y )
G . As the prodiscrete topology on X(Y ) G is Hausdorff and the maps τ (Y ) , σ (Y ) are continuous since they are cellular automata, we concllude that
is reversible with inverse σ (Y ) . This completes the proof of Theorem 7.1.
Counter-examples
The following example (c.f. 
is dense for the prodiscrete topology but it is a proper subset of A G 1 . Consequently, the cellular automaton τ 1 does not have the closed image property. Note that τ 1 : R Z → R Z is given by
Let us first show that τ 1 (R Z ) is dense in R Z . Let d ∈ R Z and let F be any finite subset of Z. Choose an integer m ∈ Z such that F ⊂ [m, ∞). We define a configuration c F ∈ R Z inductively by c F (n) := 0 if n ≤ m and c F (n + 1) :
. This show that τ 1 (R Z ) is dense in R Z . Let us check now that the configuration e ∈ R Z , defined by e(n) := 1 for all n ∈ Z, does not belong to τ 1 (R Z ). Suppose on the contrary that τ 1 (c) = e for some c ∈ R Z . This means that c(n + 1) = c(n)
2 + 1 for all n ∈ Z, so that 1 ≤ c(n) and c(n) < c(n + 1) for all n ∈ Z. Therefore, c(n) has a finite limit as n → −∞. However, this is impossible since the equation t = t 2 + 1 has no real roots. This shows that e / ∈ τ 1 (R Z ) and therefore τ 1 (R Z ) is not closed in R Z . On the other hand, the cellular automaton τ 2 has the closed image property by Theorem 4.1. Consider the morphism of C-schemes f C := f × Id C : X 2 C → X C . As in Remark A.11, τ 2 : C Z → C Z is also the cellular automaton over the schemes Spec(C), X C , Spec(C) with the same memory set M and the local defining map induced by f C . Note that τ 2 is given by the same formula
Hence, the same argument for τ 1 shows that τ 2 (C Z ) is dense in C Z . As τ 2 (C Z ) is also closed, τ 2 is surjective. In fact, we check directly that τ is surjective and thus has the closed image property as follows.
The following example shows that Theorem 1.2 becomes false if we remove the hypothesis that K is algebraically closed. Example 8.2. Let G be a group. Let X := P 1 Q denote the projective line over Q (cf. Example 2.3.34 in [18] ). Note that X is a complete algebraic variety over Q. Consider the morphism of Q-schemes f :
is given by (x : y) → (x 3 : y 3 ) for all (x : y) ∈ A := P 1 Q (Q). The map f (Q) is clearly injective. However, it is not surjective since (2 : 1) ∈ A is not in the image of f (Q) . Now let τ : A G → A G denote the cellular automaton over the group G and the schemes Spec(Q), X, Spec(Q), with memory set M := {1 G } and associated local defining map µ : A → A induced by f . Then τ is injective but not surjective.
The following example shows that the hypothesis that X is of finite type cannot be removed from Theorem 1.2. Example 8.3. Take A := N and let G be any group. Consider the cellular automaton τ : A G → A G with memory set M = {1 G } and local defining map µ M : A M = N → N = A defined by n → n + 1. Clearly τ is injective but not surjective. However, as explained in the Introduction, given any field K with algebraic closure K, τ can be regarded as a cellular automaton over the schemes S := Spec(K), X, Y := Spec(K), where X is the direct union of a family of copies of Spec(K) indexed by A.
In the next three examples, G := Z and K is a field. Let S := Spec(K[t]) and X := Spec(K[t, u]) be respectively the affine line and the affine plane over K. Consider any affine S-scheme Y := Spec(R) where R is a K[t]-algebra. The alphabet A := X S (Y ) can be identified with R. Indeed,
Let τ : A G → A G be the cellular automaton over the schemes S, X, Y with memory set M := {0, 1} ⊂ G and local defining map µ : A 2 → A induced by the morphism of Sschemes f : X 2 S → X given by the morphism of
Clearly τ (c)(n) = c(n) − tc(n + 1) for all c ∈ A G . Note that τ is a group endomorphism of the additive group A G . The next example (c.f. [6, Example 1.10.3]) shows that a bijective cellular automaton over schemes S, X, Y may fail to be reversible even if S is a Noetherian Jacobson scheme, X is of finite type over S and Y is Noetherian.
] denotes the K-algebra of formal power series in t. Let σ : A G → A G be the map defined by
One immediately checks that τ • σ = σ • τ = Id A G . Hence, τ is bijective with inverse map σ. However, the cellular automaton τ is not reversible. Indeed, suppose by contradiction that σ is a cellular automaton with memory set F ⊂ Z. Since The next example shows that in Theorem 1.2, the surjunctivity property may fail to hold if the base scheme is not the spectrum of a field, even if the schemes S, X, Y are all Noetherian Jacobson schemes and both X and Y are of finite type over S.
. We claim that in this case, the automaton τ is injective but not surjective.
Indeed, suppose that c ∈ (K[t])
Z is in the kernel of τ . This means that c(n) = tc(n + 1) for all n ∈ Z. As c(n) is a polynomial in t for all n ∈ Z, this clearly implies c = 0. Therefore τ is injective.
Now consider the configuration
Z such that τ (c) = d. Then c(n) − tc(n + 1) = 1 for all n ∈ Z. Hence for all n ≥ −1, we have c(0) = 1 + tc(1) = 1 + t + t 2 c(2) = ... = 1 + t + · · · + t n + t n+1 c(n + 1).
As c(n + 1) ∈ K[t] for all n ∈ N, this formula implies that deg(c(0)) ≥ n for all n ∈ N, which is impossible. Thus there is no c ∈ K[t] Z such that τ (c) = d. This shows that τ is not surjective. Example 8.6. Let K(t) denote an algebraic closure of the field of fractions K(t). Let us take now R := K[t], the integral closure of K[t] in K(t). Let us show that, in this case also, the cellular automaton τ is injective but not surjective.
Suppose that the configuration c ∈ (K[t]) Z is in the kernel of τ . Then c(n) = tc(n + 1) for all n ∈ Z. It follows that t −n c(0) = c(n) ∈ K[t] for all n ∈ Z. Let us establish the following:
Applying ( * ) for u = c(0), this will give us that c(0) = 0 and hence c(n) = t −n c(0) = 0 for all n ∈ Z, showing that c = 0 and hence that τ is injective.
To prove (⋆), suppose on the contrary that u is a non-zero element of K[t] that satisfies t −n u ∈ K[t] for all n ≥ 0. Since u is integral over K[t] and u = 0, there exist an integer m ≥ 1 and f 0 , . . . , f m−1 ∈ K[t] such that f 0 = 0 and
for all n ≥ 0 and i ≥ 1. Hence, by dividing both sides of (8.2) by t n , we see that for all n ≥ 0,
Let s ∈ {0, . . . , k} be the minimal integer such that a s ∈ K * . Taking n := s + 1 > 0, we see that
and a s t s−n ∈ K[t] for all s ≥ n. Thus, there exist an integer p ≥ 1 and h 0 , . . . ,
Z such that τ (c) = d. Then c(n) − tc(n + 1) = 1 for all n ∈ Z. As in Example 8.6, we have the following formula for all n ≥ 0
Therefore, we obtain for all n ≥ 0
As 1 + (t − 1)c(0) ∈ K[t], we deduce from the general property ( * ) that 1
is a ring and (1 − t) −1 = 0, we deduce from ( * * ) that c(0
This contradiction shows that there is no c ∈ (K[t])
Z such that τ (c) = d. Therefore τ is not surjective.
The following example shows that we can remove neither the hypothesis that K is of characteristic 0 nor the hypothesis that K is algebraically closed in Theorem 1.4.
Example 8.7. Let G be a group and let p be an odd prime number. Let F p be an algebraic closure of the finite field F p = Z/pZ. In this example, we take K = R or K = F p . Let S = Spec(K) and let X = P 1 K be the projective line over K (cf. Example 2.3.34 in [18] ). Note that X is a separated and reduced K-algebraic variety. Consider the morphism of Kschemes f : Suppose that τ −1 ∈ CA(G, S, X, S). Then by definition, there exist a finite subset N of G and a morphism of K-schemes h : X N → X such that h (K) is the local defining map associated with N. As (1 : 0) ∈ X(K) and M = {1 G } is a memory set of τ −1 , Proposition 3.1 says that ν : A → A is induced by a morphism of K-schemes h ′ : X → X and thus h ′(K) = ν. Note that there exist nonzero homogeneous polynomials of the same degree u, v ∈ K[x, y] such that h ′ :
K is given by (x : y) → (u(x, y) : v(x, y)). Let a(t) = u(t, 1) and b(t) = v(t, 1) be nonzero polynomials in K[t]. Consider w(t) = a(t)/b(t) ∈ K(t) then we have h ′ ((t : 1)) = (w(t) : 1) for all t ∈ K which are not zeros of b(t). As h ′ ((t : 1)) = ν((t : 1)) = ( p √ t : 1), we deduce that
t and thus a(t) p = tb(t) p for almost all t ∈ K. As K is infinite, we deduce that a(t) p = tb(t) p as polynomials in K[t]. Hence, pdeg(a) = 1 + pdeg(b), which is a contradiction since deg(a), deg(b) ∈ N as a, b are nonzero. We conclude that τ −1 / ∈ CA(G, S, X, S), i.e., the inverse cellular automaton of τ is not defined over the schemes S, X, S.
Appendix A. Schemes and algebraic varieties
In this section, we have collected the basic facts on schemes and algebraic varieties that are needed in the present paper. For more details, the reader is referred to [8] , [14] , [12] , [13] , [15] , [16] , [18] , [19] , and [22] . Some proofs are given in the case we have been unable to find a precise reference in the literature.
All rings are commutative with 1 and all ring morphisms are asked to send 1 to 1.
A.1. Topological background. Let X be a topological space. If Y is a subset of X, we denote by Y the closure of Y in X. One says that X is quasi-compact if every open cover of X admits a finite open subcover. Every closed subset of a quasi-compact topological space is itself quasi-compact for the induced topology.
One says that X is T 0 , or Kolmogorov, if, given any two distinct points of X, there is an open subset of X that contains one of the two points but not the other. This amounts to saying that, given any two distinct points x and y of X, one has x / ∈ {y} or y / ∈ {x}. One says that a point x ∈ X specializes to a point y of X if y ∈ {x}. A point ξ ∈ X is called a generic point of X if ξ is the only point of X that specializes to ξ.
One says that X is irreducible if every non-empty open subset of X is dense in X.
A point x ∈ X is called a closed point of X if the singleton {x} is a closed subset of X. Note that, by Zorn's lemma, every non-empty quasi-compact topological space admits a minimal non-empty closed (and hence quasi-compact) subset. It follows that any nonempty quasi-compact T 0 topological space admits a closed point.
A subset of X is said to be locally closed if it is the intersection of an open subset and a closed subset of X. A subset of X is said to be constructible if it is a finite union of locally closed subsets of X.
Lemma A.1. Let C be a constructible subset of a topological space X. Then there is an open dense subset U of C such that U ⊂ C.
Proof. See [1, Lemma 2.1].
A subset Y ⊂ X is said to be very dense in X if F ∩ Y is dense in F for every closed subset F of X. Note that if Y is a very dense subset of X then Y must contain all the closed points of X. One says that X is Jacobson if the closed points of X are very dense in X. Note that X is Jacobson if and only if every non-empty constructible subset of X contains a closed point of X.
The following result is a particular case of Proposition 10.3.2 in [13] .
Lemma A.2. Let X be a Jacobson space and let C be a constructible subset of X. Then C is a Jacobson space for the topology induced by X. Moreover, a point of C is closed in C for the induced topology if and only if it is closed in X.
Proof. For Y ⊂ X, let us denote by Y 0 the set of closed points of Y (for the topology on Y induced by X). Observe that we always have the inclusion
Let F be a closed subset of C and let U be an open subset of C such that F ∩ U = ∅. To prove that C is Jacobson, it suffices to show that C 0 meets F ∩ U. Since C is constructible, we can write C as a finite union C = i∈I G i ∩ V i , where
On the other hand, we have that F = C ∩ H and U = C ∩ W , where H ⊂ X (resp. W ⊂ X) is a closed (resp. open) subset of X. We then have
, we conclude that X 0 ∩ C = C 0 and that C 0 is very dense in C. Note that the fact that the index set I is finite is not used in this proof.
Lemma A.3. Let X be a Jacobson topological space and let x be a non-closed point of X. Then {x} is irreducible and contains infinitely many closed points of X.
Proof. Since {x} is irreducible and the closure of any irreducible subset of a topological space is itself irreducible, it follows that {x} is irreducible.
To prove that {x} contains infinitely many closed points of X, we proceed by contradiction. Let X 0 denote the set of closed points of X and suppose that F := {x} ∩ X 0 is finite. Observe that F is a closed discrete subset of X. On the other hand F is dense in {x} since X is Jacobson. Thus {x} = F , which contradicts the fact that the point x is not closed in X.
Lemma A.4. Let f : X → Y be a continuous map between topological spaces. Let X 0 (resp. Y 0 ) denote the set of closed points of X (resp. Y ). Suppose that X is Jacobson and that the restriction of f to X 0 is injective. Then one has
Proof. We proceed by contradiction. Suppose that there exist x ∈ X \ X 0 and y ∈ Y 0 such that f (x) = y. As the point x is not closed, we deduce from Lemma A.3 that there are distinct closed points
This contradicts the injectivity of the restriction of f to X 0 .
Let f : X → Y be a continuous map between topological spaces. One says that f is quasi-compact if the inverse image of every quasi-compact open subset of Y is a quasicompact subset of X. One says that f is dominant if the image of f is a dense subset of Y . One says that f has the closed image property if the image of f is closed in Y . Note that f is surjective if and only if it is dominant and has the closed image property.
A.2. Schemes. A ringed space is a pair (X, O X ), where X is a topological space and O X is a sheaf of rings on X. We will sometimes write X instead of (X, O X ). It will be clear from the context whether we are considering the scheme itself or its underlying topological space. A ringed space (X, O X ) is called a locally ringed space if the stalk O X,x of O X at each point x ∈ X is a local ring. If (X, O X ) is a locally ringed space and x ∈ X, we shall denote by κ X (x) or simply κ(x) the residue field of the local ring O X,x .
The spectrum of a ring R is the locally ringed space Spec(R) = (Spec(R), O Spec(R) ) defined as follows. As a set, Spec(R) is the set of all prime ideals of R. The set Spec(R) is equipped with the Zariski topology, i.e., the topology whose closed sets are the sets V (I) defined by V (I) := {P ∈ Spec(R) : I ⊂ P}, where I runs over all ideals of R. The Zariski topology is quasi-compact. A base of open sets for the Zariski topology on Spec(R) is given by the sets D(f ) := {P ∈ Spec(R) : f / ∈ P}, where f runs over R. The structural sheaf
where R f denotes the localization of R by the powers of f . A locally ringed space is called an affine scheme if it is isomorphic, as a locally ringed space, to the spectrum of some ring.
An open subset U ⊂ X of a locally ringed space X = (X, O X ) is called affine if the locally ringed space (U, O X | U ), obtained by restricting O X to U, is an affine scheme. A locally ringed space X is called a scheme if each point of X admits an affine open neighborhood.
The topological space underlying any scheme is T 0 . For the proof, we can restrict to affine schemes since the property of being T 0 is clearly local. Now let us assume that X = Spec(R) for some ring R. If P 1 , P 2 ∈ X are distinct prime ideals of R, then, after possibly exchanging P 1 and P 2 , there exists f ∈ R such that f / ∈ P 1 and f ∈ P 2 . We then have P 1 ∈ D(f ) and
is an open subset of X, this shows that X is T 0 . A scheme is said to be discrete (resp. quasi-compact, resp. irreducible, resp. Jacobson) if its underlying topological space is discrete (resp. quasi-compact, resp. irreducible, resp. Jacobson).
Remark A.5. Observe that a scheme is quasi-compact if and only if it is a finite union of affine open subsets. As Spec(R) is quasi-compact for any ring R, we deduce that every subset of the underlying topological space of a quasi-compact scheme is quasi-compact for the induced topology.
A scheme X is called Noetherian if the space X admits a finite affine open cover (U i ) i∈I such that, for each i ∈ I, one has U i = Spec(R i ), where R i is a Noetherian ring. Every Noetherian scheme is quasi-compact.
A ring R is called reduced if it admits no non-zero nilpotent elements. A scheme X is said to be reduced if the local ring O X,x is reduced for every x ∈ X.
A.3. Scheme morphisms. A scheme morphism from a scheme X to a scheme Y is a locally ringed space morphism from (X, O X ) to (Y, O Y ). The category of schemes is the category Sch whose objects are schemes and whose morphisms are scheme morphisms.
If X = Spec(A) and Y = Spec(B) are affine schemes, then there is a canonical bijection from the set of scheme morphisms X → Y to the set of ring morphisms B → A.
Given a scheme S, a scheme over S, or an S-scheme, is a scheme X endowed with a scheme morphism π : X → S. The morphism π is called the structure morphism of the S-scheme X. If X and Y are S-schemes with respective structure morphisms π : X → S and π ′ : Y → S, a S-scheme morphism from X to Y is a scheme morphism f :
The category of S-schemes is the category Sch S whose objects are S-schemes and morphisms are S-scheme morphisms. This category admits finite products (see e.g. [18, Section 3.1.1]). The product in Sch S of a finite family of S-schemes is also called their S-fibered product. The S-fibered product of two S-schemes X and Y is denoted by X × S Y or simply X × Y if there is no risk of confusion. Similarly, if X is an S-scheme and E is a finite set, the S-fibered product of a finite family of copies of X idexed by E is simply denoted by X E .
Remark A.6. Let X be an S-scheme and let E, F be finite sets. Every map ρ : E → F induces an S-scheme morphism ρ * : X F → X E defined as follows. Consider, for each e ∈ E, the projection S-scheme morphism p e : X F → X associated with the index ρ(e) ∈ F . Then ρ * : X F → X E is the S-scheme morphism associated, by the universal property of S-fibered products, with the family of S-scheme morphisms p e : X F → X, e ∈ E.
If X and Y are two S-schemes, the set of Y -points of X is the set X(Y ) := Mor Sch S (Y, X) consisting of all S-scheme morphisms from Y to X.
Remark A.7. Let S be a scheme and let X, Y, Z be S-schemes. It is an immediate consequence of the universal property of S-fibered products that there is a canonical settheoretic identification (X × S Y )(Z) = X(Z) × Y (Z). It follows that if E is a finite set, then there is a canonical identification X E (Y ) = (X(Y )) E , where X M denotes as above the S-fibered product of a family of copies of X indexed by M.
Remark A.8. Let S be a scheme and let X,Y ,Z be S-schemes. Suppose that f : X → Z is an S-scheme morphism. Then f induces a map
If R is a ring, it is a common abuse to write R instead of Spec(R). In particular, a Spec(R)-scheme is also called an R-scheme and we write Sch R instead of Sch Spec(R) and
A.4. Base changes. Let S be a scheme and T an S-scheme.
If X is an S-scheme, the S-fibered product X × T equipped with the second projection X × T → T is a T -scheme, denoted by X T . One says that X T is obtained from X by the base change T → S.
If f : X → Y is an S-scheme morphism between S-schemes, one says that the T -scheme morphism f T : X T → Y T defined as the S-fibered product f T := f × Id T is obtained from f by the base change T → S.
Lemma A.9. Let S be a scheme and let f : X → Y be a morphism of S-schemes. If f is surjective, then f T : X T → Y T is surjective for every base change T → S.
, the following commutative diagram where the right square is Cartesian: One says that f is closed (resp. quasi-compact, resp. dominant, resp. injective, resp. surjective, resp. bijective) if the map induced by f between the topological spaces of the schemes is closed (resp. quasi-compact, resp. injective, resp. surjective, resp. bijective). • of finite type if it is quasi-compact and locally of finite type.
• proper if it is of finite type, separated, and universally closed. Corollary A.14. Let f : X → Y be a scheme morphism of finite type between Noetherian schemes and let C be a constructible subset of X. Then there is a dense open subset of the closure of f (C) in Y that is contained in f (C).
Proof. This immediately follows from Theorem A.13 and Lemma A.1.
Let P be a property of scheme morphisms. One says that P is universal if P is stable under base change, i.e., if f : X → Y is a morphism of S-schemes that satisfies P, then f T : X T → Y T also satisfies P for any base change T → S. All the properties of scheme morphisms listed in Definition A.12 are universal and stable under composition of scheme morphisms. Given a scheme S, a scheme X over S is said to be of finite type (resp. separated, resp. proper, resp. affine) if the structure morphism X → S is of finite type (resp. separated, resp. proper, resp. affine).
A.6. Algebraic varieties. Let K be a field. A scheme X over K is called an algebraic variety over K, or a K-algebraic variety, if X is of finite type. This amounts to saying that X admits a finite cover (U I ) i∈I by affine open subsets such that U i = Spec(R i ) for some finitely generated K-algebra R i for each i ∈ I (cf. Definition 2.3.47 and Example 3.2.3 in [18] ). For instance, if V ⊂ K n is a K-algebraic subset, then its associated K-scheme, i.e., the spectrum of the coordinate ring K[V ] is a K-algebraic variety.
A K-algebraic variety X is said to be complete if the K-scheme X is proper. Every projective algebraic variety is complete but there are complete algebraic varieties that are not projective (cf. Definition 3.1.12 and Proposition 3.3.30 in [18] ). The C-algebraic variety associated with a C-algebraic subset V ⊂ C n is complete if and only if V is compact for the usual topology on C n . Let K be an algebraic closure of K. A K-algebraic variety X is said to be geometrically reduced if the scheme X K , obtained from X by the base change Spec(K) → Spec(K), is reduced.
Lemma A.17. Let K be a field and let X be an algebraic variety over K. If Y ⊂ X, let Y 0 denote the set of closed points of Y for the induced topology. Then the following hold:
(i) X is Noetherian; (ii) every subset of X is quasi-compact for the induced topology; (iii) X is Jacobson; (iv) every constructible subset C ⊂ X is Jacobson for the induced topology and satisfies
Proof. Assertion (i) immediately follows from the fact that every finitely generated Kalgebra is Noetherian by Hilbert's theorem. Assertion (ii) is an immediate consequence of (i) since any Noetherian scheme is quasi-compact and every subset of the topological space underlying a quasi-compact scheme is itself quasi-compact for the induced topology (see Remark A.5). Assertion (iii) follows from Lemma A.16 since Spec(K) is reduced to a point and hence trivially Jacobson.
The last assertion is a consequence of (iii) by Lemma A.2.
(vii) if the map f : X → Y is closed, then the map f 0 : X 0 → Y 0 is also closed.
Proof. (i). Let x ∈ X 0 and y := f (x) ∈ Y . Since f is a K-scheme morphism, we have field morphisms K → κ(y) → κ(x). As the field κ(x) is a finite extension of K by Lemma A. 19 , it follows that κ(y) is also a finite extension of K. By applying again Lemma A. 19 , we deduce that y ∈ Y 0 . This shows that f (X 0 ) ⊂ Y 0 .
(ii). Suppose that f 0 is injective. Since X is Jacobson by Lemma A.17.(iii), we have that
The injectivity of f trivially implies that of f 0 .
Suppose now that f 0 is injective but f is not injective. Hence, there exist x 1 , x 2 ∈ X and y ∈ Y such that x 1 = x 2 and f (x 1 ) = f (x 2 ) = y. Since X is Jacobson, we have that f −1 (Y 0 ) ⊂ X 0 by Lemma A.4. Therefore y is not a closed point. As f (X 0 ) ⊂ Y 0 , it follows that x 1 and x 2 are not closed either. Now let U := {x 1 }, V := {x 2 }, and W := {y}. First observe that f (U) ⊂ W and f (V ) ⊂ W by continuity of f . On the other hand, up to exchanging x 1 and x 2 , we can assume that x 1 / ∈ V since X is T 0 . If follows from Corollary A.14 that each of the sets f (U \ V ) and f (V ) contains an open dense subset of 
, this contradicts the injectivity of f 0 and therefore completes the proof of (i). (iv). Suppose that f is not surjective. By Chevalley's theorem, f (X) is constructible in Y . Thus Y \ f (X) is constructible and non-empty. Since Y is Jacobson, Lemma A.2 implies that Y \ f (X) contains a closed point y ∈ Y 0 . Therefore f 0 is not surjective. Thus the surjectivity of f 0 implies that of f .
Conversely, suppose now that f is surjective. Let y ∈ Y 0 . As f is surjective, there exists x ∈ X such that f (x) = y. Since X is Jacobson, there is a closed point z of X in {x}. Since f ({x}) ⊂ f (x) = {y}, we have that f 0 (z) = f (z) = y. This shows that f 0 is surjective. (v). Let C be a constructible subset of X. We have that
for some x ∈ C. The set {x} ∩ C is a closed subset of C. Since C is Jacobson and C ∩ X 0 is the set of closed points of C for the topology induced on C by X (cf. Lemma A.2), there exists a point x ′ ∈ {x} ∩ C ∩ X 0 . Since f is continuous and y is a closed point of Y , we have that
. By (iii), for every closed subset F of X, we have that
Remark A.23. Assertion (i) in the above lemma is a consequence of [13, Corollaire 10.4.7] . Assertions (iii) and (iv) are proved in [20, Section 2] in the more general setting of morphisms of finite type between Jacobson Noetherian schemes.
The following result is a special case of what is known as faithfully flat descent.
Lemma A.24. Let K be a field and let f : X → Y be a K-scheme morphism between K-algebraic varieties. Let L/K be a field extension. Suppose that
Proof. See [8, Proposition 14.51 . (2)].
A.7. The Ax-Grothendieck theorem. In the proof of Theorem 1.2, we shall use the following result [2] (see also [13, proposition 10.4 
.11]).
Theorem A.25 (Ax-Grothendieck). Let S be a scheme and let X be a separated scheme of finite type over S. Then every injective S-endomorphism of X is surjective (and hence bijective).
The Ax-Grothendieck theorem can be strengthened for separated reduced algebraic varieties as follows.
Theorem A.26 (Nowak) . Let K be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0. Let X be a separated and reduced K-algebraic variety. Then every injective K-scheme endomorphism of X is a K-scheme automorphism.
Proof. See [20] .
Appendix B. Inverse limits
In this section we review inverse limits and establish a result on the non-emptiness of inverse limits of constructible subsets of algebraic varieties. B.1. Inverse systems. Let I be a directed poset, i.e., a set I with a partial ordering ≺ such that, for all i, j ∈ I, there exists k ∈ I such that i ≺ k and j ≺ k. An inverse system of sets indexed by I consists of the following data: (1) a family of sets (Z i ) i∈I indexed by I; (2) for each pair i, j ∈ I such that i ≺ j, a transition map ϕ ij : Z j → Z i satisfying the following conditions: ϕ ii = Id Z i (the identity map on Z i ) for all i ∈ I, ϕ ij • ϕ jk = ϕ ik for all i, j, k ∈ I such that i ≺ j ≺ k.
One then speaks of the inverse system (Z i , ϕ ij ), or simply of the inverse system (Z i ) if the transition maps are clear from the context.
The inverse limit of an inverse system (Z i , ϕ ij ) is the subset Z ⊂ Π i∈I Z i defined by Z := {(z i ) i∈I : ϕ ij (z j ) = z i for all i, j ∈ I such that i ≺ j} and one writes Z = lim ← − Z i .
B.2. Universal elements. Let (Z i , ϕ ij ) be an inverse system of sets indexed by the directed set I. For each i ∈ I, The set
is called the set of universal elements of Z i (cf. [11, p. 408] ). Observe that ϕ ij (Z B.4. Inverse sequences. An inverse system of sets whose index set is N is called an inverse sequence of sets. Note that a sufficient condition for an inverse sequence (Z n , ϕ nm ) to have a non-empty inverse limit is that Z n is non-empty for some n ∈ N and ϕ nm is surjective for all m, n ∈ N with n ≤ m. B.5. Inverse limits of closed points of constructible subsets. We shall also make use of the following result.
Lemma B.2. Let K be an uncountable field and let (X n , f nm ) be an inverse sequence such that each X n is a K-algebraic variety and each transition map f nm : X m → X n is a Kscheme morphism. Suppose that we are given, for each n ∈ N, a non-empty constructible subset C n ⊂ X n and that f nm (C m ) ⊂ C n for all m, n ∈ N with m ≥ n. Let Z n denote the set of closed points of C n . Then one has f nm (Z m ) ⊂ Z n for all n, m ∈ N with n ≤ m. Moreover, the inverse sequence (Z n , ϕ nm ), where ϕ nm : Z m → Z n is the restriction of f nm to Z m , verifies lim ← − Z n = ∅.
Let us first establish an auxiliary result.
Lemma B.3. Let K be an uncountable field with algebraic closure K and let X be an algebraic variety over K. Suppose that (C n ) n∈N is a sequence of non-empty constructible subsets of X such that C n+1 ⊂ C n for all n ∈ N. Let Z n denote the set of closed points of C n . Then one has n∈N Z n = ∅.
Proof. Since X is an algebraic variety, it admits a finite cover (X i ) i∈I by affine open subsets. We claim that there exists j ∈ I such that X j ∩ C n = ∅ for all n ∈ N. Indeed, otherwise, for each i ∈ I,there would exist n i ∈ N such that X i ∩ C n = ∅ for all n ≥ n i . Taking m := max i∈I n i , we would then get
which is a contradiction. Hence, we get a new decreasing sequence of non-empty constructible subsets of Y := X j by setting C ′ n := Y ∩ C n for all n ∈ N. Consider the base change Spec(K) → Spec(K) and the canonical morphism We are now in position for proving Lemma B.2.
Proof of Lemma B.2. As f nm is a scheme morphism of finite type by Lemma A.18 and the schemes X n , X m are Noetherian by Lemma A.17.(i), Chevalley's theorem (cf. Theorem A.13) implies that the set f nm (C m ) is a constructible subset of X n for all n, m ∈ N with n ≤ m. Therefore, for each n ∈ N, the sequence (f nm (C m )) n≤m is a non-increasing sequence of non-empty constructible subsets of X n . On the other hand, f nm (Z m ) is the set of closed points of f nm (C m ) by Lemma A.22.(v) . This shows in particular that f nm (Z m ) ⊂ Z n . Let ϕ nm : Z m → Z n denote the restriction of f nm to Z m and let (Z 
